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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

McCawley (1992) argues against adjectives in Mandarin Chinese constitute a 

distinct category on the basis of the proposed universals and suggests that PAs are 

actually verbs. Her (1991) also includes adjectives in verbs when analyzing the 

grammatical functions and verb subcategorizations in Mandarin Chinese. 

Nevertheless, some other linguists (Zhu 1982, Yin 2003, Huang et al. 2008) provide 

definite criteria for identifying adjectives, and many works concerning adjectives in 

Mandarin Chinese are suggestive of the independent existence of the adjectival 

category (Tang 1982, Yuan 1993, Tian 2004, Paul 2005, C.-S. Liu 2005, Liu 2006). 

    In what follows, we review three studies which attempt to justify adjectives as a 

distinct category in Mandarin Chinese: Zhu (1982), Yin (2003), and Huang et al. 

(2008). The renowned work by McCawley (1992) advocating the conflation of 

adjectives with verbs will also be reviewed.  

    In maintaining adjectives in Mandarin Chinese, the criteria for justification 

proposed in Zhu (1982), Yin (2003), and Huang et al. (2008) are seemingly plausible. 

Nevertheless, with a closer examination, their proposals are unable to accommodate 

all of the PAs in Chinese, which in turn complicates the grammar, for if their proposed 
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verb-adjective distinction is to be adopted, even more stipulations are needed to 

provide a full account. Therefore, we also provide arguments against their position. 

 

2.1 Adjectives as a Distinct Category in Mandarin Chinese 

2.1.1 Zhu (1982) 

    Zhu (1982) proposes two criteria to distinguish adjectives from verbs: 

(11)  a. whether it can be preceded by degree modifier hen3 ‘very’ or not 

b. whether it can be followed by any object or not 

Accordingly, four types of predicates can be obtained, as illustrated in (12): 

(12) (Zhu 1982:52) 

 
Preceded by 
hen 

Followed by 
objects 

Examples 

1 ＋ ＋ 
想 xiang3 ‘want’, 怕 pa4 ‘fear’, 愛 ai4 ‘love’,     
喜歡 xi3huan1 ‘like’, 贊成 zan4cheng2 ‘agree’,      
相信 xiang1xin4 ‘believe’, etc.   

2 － ＋ 
唱 chang4 ‘sing’, 唸 nian4 ‘read’, 看 kan4 ‘look at’, 
殺 sha1 ‘kill’, 買 mai3 ‘buy’, 說 shuo1 ‘say’,  
討論 tao3lun4 ‘discuss’, etc.  

3 － － 
醒 xing3 ‘awake’, 癱 tan1 ‘paralyze’, 歇 xie1 ‘to take 
a rest’, 醉 zui4 ‘drunk’, 咳嗽 ke2sou4 ‘cough’,  
游泳 you2yong3 ‘swim’, etc.   

4 ＋ － 
大 da4 ‘big’, 紅 hong2 ‘red’, 遠 yuan3 ‘far’,  
好 hao3 ‘good’, 胖 pang4 ‘fat’, 累 lei4 ‘tired’,  
癢 yang3 ‘itchy’, 漂亮 piao4liang4 ‘pretty’, etc  

    He suggests that the first three categories are of verbs while the last one is of 

adjectives. Based on such criteria, we can define adjectives and verbs respectively as: 
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(13) Predicates that can be modified by hen3 ‘very’ and do not take any objects are 

adjectives. 

(14) Predicates that cannot be modified by hen3 ‘very’ or can take objects are verbs. 

To put it more precisely, if a predicate is recognized as an adjective, it must 

fulfill two criteria (to be able to be modified by hen ‘very’ and not to take any objects), 

while it has to satisfy one of the criteria to be recognized as a verb (either it cannot be 

modified by hen ‘very’ or it can take objects). Therefore, transitive verbs have two 

sub-categories: one is those that can be modified by hen ‘very’ (Category 1) and the 

other cannot (Category 2). Intransitive verbs (Category 3) can never take hen ‘very’ 

modification, and adjectives (Category 4) can never take objects and must be able to 

be modified by hen3 ‘very’.  

    Zhu (1982) further suggests that a single lexical item can be either a verb or an 

adjective depending on its syntactic environment. For example, in (15) wei3qu1 ‘be 

wronged’ is an adjective since it is modified by hen ‘very’ and it does not take any 

object, while the same lexical item in (16) is a verb since it is followed by a direct 

object and not modified by hen3 ‘very’. Likewise, in (17) si3 ‘die’ is an adjective 

while it is a verb in (18). 

(15) 我   很   委屈。  
     wo3 hen3  wei3qu1                 
     I   very  be.wronged 
     ‘I feel very much wronged.’ 
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(16) 委屈     你  了。 
    wei3qu1  ni3  le5  
    wrong  you  ASP 
    ‘You are wronged.’    
 
(17) 規定    得 很    死。 
    tui1ding4 de5 hen3  si3  
    regulate     very  die 
    ‘(Something) is regulated rigidly.’ 
 
(18) 張三       死  了。 
    zhang1san1  si3  le5  
    John        die ASP 
    ‘John died.’ 

He also suggests that words like duan1zheng4 ‘proper’ and kuan1da4 ‘generous’ 

are originally adjectives; however, when they take objects, they are converted into 

verbs as illustrated in (19) and (20). 

(19) 端正       學習     態度。 
    duan1zheng4 xue2xi2  tai4du4 
    proper      learning   attitude 
    ‘Correct one’s attitude towards learning.’ 
 
(20) 寬大      了   一個    特務    份子。 
     kuan1da4  le5  yi2ge5   te4wu4  fen4zi3 
     generous  ASP  one-CL  intelligence agent 
     ‘(Someone) spared an intelligence agent.’  

Lexical categories are basically divided according to syntactic functions (Zhu 1982); 

therefore, lexical items belonging to the same lexical category must be equipped with 

the same syntactic functions. In other words, lexical categories must be distinguished 

syntactically. Zhu (1982) asserts that the two aforementioned criteria are the syntactic 

functions that can differentiate adjectives from verbs, and that there exist a small 
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number of lexical items such as wei3qu1 ‘be wronged’, si3 ‘die’, duan1zheng4 

‘proper’ and, kuan1da4 ‘generous’, which can satisfy either criteria on different 

occasions and therefore have categorically dual status as adjectives and verbs.  

    In addition, reduplication pattern has long been used as a mechanism to 

distinguish adjectives from verbs. Traditionally, ABAB is regarded as a reduplication 

pattern for disyllabic verbs and AABB for disyllabic adjectives (Li and Thompson 

1981, Tang 1982, Zhu 1982, Huang et al. 2008). Zhu (1982) further suggests that 

some adjectives that can be reduplicated both in the AABB and the ABAB patter are 

dual-listed as adjectives and verbs as well. Examples from Zhu (1982) are as follows: 

(21) 高興:       高高興興        ~  高興高興 
    gao1xing4   gao1gao1xing4xing4   gao1xing4gao1xing4 
    ‘happy’      ‘rather happy’        ‘to be happy’ 
         
(22) 舒服:         舒舒服服        ~  舒服舒服 
    shu1fu2       shu1shu1fu2fu2       shu1fu2shu1fu2 
    ‘comfortable ’  ‘rather comfortable’    ‘to be comfortable’ 
 
(23) 漂亮:        漂漂亮亮           ~  漂亮漂亮 
    piao4liang4   piao1piao4liang4liang4    piao4liang4piao4liang4 
    ‘pretty’       ‘rather pretty’            ‘to be pretty’ 
  
(24) 熱鬧:      熱熱鬧鬧       ~  熱鬧熱鬧 
    re4nao4    re4re4nao4nao4      re4nao4re4nao4 
    ‘bustling’   ‘rather bustling’      ‘to be bustling’   

Examples (21) to (24) show that these words are verbs since they are reduplicated in 

the ABAB pattern such as piao4liang4 ‘beautiful’ → piao4liang4piao4liang4 ‘to be 

beautiful’, while they are also adjectives since they can also be reduplicated in the 
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AABB pattern like shu1fu2 ‘comfortable’ → shu1shu1fu2fu2 ‘rather comfortable’. 

To keep the argumentation consistent, when the words are reduplicated in the AABB 

pattern, they are supposed to meet the requirement for adjectives in (13). However, 

when they are reduplicated as AABB, they cannot be modified by hen3 ‘very’, for 

which Zhu (1982) stipulates that when adjectives are reduplicated as AABB, they are 

somewhat intensified in their quantificational meanings and therefore are resistant to 

hen3 ‘very’ modification. Moreover, words in the AABB pattern have more in 

common with adjectives than with verbs; thus, they are adjectives even though they 

are actually able to be qualified as verbs according to (14).  

2.1.2 Remarks on Zhu (1982) 

Based on Zhu’s (1982) criteria, a word is identified as a verb if it either cannot be 

modified by hen3 ‘very’ or it can take objects. On the other hand, a word is identified 

as an adjective if it can be modified by hen3 ‘very’ and it cannot take any objects. 

However, if it is the case, reduplicated adjectives such as gao1gao1xing4xing4 ‘rather 

happy’ should all be categorized as verbs since they cannot be modified by hen3 

‘very’. Besides, he suggests that disyllabic predicative words that can be reduplicated 

in AABB as well as ABAB patterns such as gaoxing ‘happy’, which has two 

reduplicated form, gao1gao1xing4xing4 ‘rather happy’ and gao1xing4gao1xing4 ‘get 

to be happy’, are both adjectives and verbs. Following his logic, qiao1da3 ‘beat’ is an 
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adjective as well as a verb since it can be reduplicated as qiao1qiao1da3da3, which is 

obviously not a desirable analysis.  

    In Zhu’s analysis, four possible combinations are generated: 1) transitive verbs 

that can be modified by hen3 ‘very’, 2) transitive verbs that cannot be modified by 

hen3 ‘very’, 3) intransitive verbs that cannot be modified by hen3 ‘very’, and 4) 

adjectives, which can be modified by hen3 ‘very’ and not taking any object. 

Following Zhu’s classification, intransitive verbs can never be modified by hen3 

‘very’; however, it is not the case as evidenced in (25) and (26). 

(25) 別   再    拖  了，   時間      很    趕。 
    bie2  zai4   tuo1 le5    shi2 jian1  hen3  gan3  

do not more  delay ASP,  time      very   hurry 
‘Don’t be dilatory anymore, time is running out.’ 

 
(26) 老師   很  站    在  學生      的 立場    替  他們    著想3。 
    lao3shi1 hen3 zhan4 zai4 xue2sheng1 de5 li4chang3 ti4  ta1men5 zhao2xiang3 
    teacher  very stand  at  student    DE stance   for  them    think 

‘The teacher puts himself very much in his students’ position in thinking about 
them.’ 

Gan3 ‘hurry’ in (25) is treated as a verb based on its counterpart in 我趕時間 wo3 

gan3 shi2jian1 ‘I am in a hurry’ , in which gan3 is an unaccusative verb with an 

experiencer subject wo3 ‘I’ and a theme object shi2jian1 ‘time’. Furthermore, zhan4 

‘stand’ could hardly be regarded as an adjective. Although the meaning of the VP in 

(26) is somewhat idiomatic that is gradable, zhan4 ‘stand’ is indisputably an 

                                                 
3 This sentence may not be grammatical in some variants of Mandarin. However, it is perfect in Taiwan 
Mandarin.  
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intransitive verb. Therefore, this criterion cannot accommodate all the intransitive 

verbs. In addition, Zhu (1982) also contends that adjectives should be able to take 

hen3 ‘very’ modification; however, this criterion again fails to capture the empirical 

fact: 

(27) *這個     論點     很    主要。 
     zhei4ge5  lun4dian3 hen3  zhu3yao4  
     this-CL    point    very  main 
     Intended reading ‘This point is dominant.’ 
 
(28) *他   的  計畫   很    本來。 
     ta1  de5  ji4hua4 hen3  ben3lai2  
     he   DE  plan   very  original 
     Intended reading ‘His plan is primitive.’  

If Chinese does have adjectives, the italicized words zhu3yao4 ‘main’ and 

ben3lai2 ‘original’ are perfect candidates; however, (27) and (28) show that they get 

excluded by Zhu’s (1982) criteria. Based on the aforementioned counterexamples, the 

fourth category cannot be justified as one for adjectives since some intransitive verbs 

would be included and some adjectives excluded. 

What is more, if Zhu’s (1982) criteria are to be adhered to, most PAs (e.g., (30)) 

behave just like intransitive verbs (e.g., (29)) and only differ in their ability to take 

degree modification (e.g., (31)). 

(29)   手     斷    了。 
shou3  duan4  le5   
arm    break  Asp 

‘(My) arm is broken.’ 
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(30) 手    痠         了。 
     shou3 suan1       le5   

arm  muscular pain Asp 
‘(My) arm is experiencing muscular pains.’ 

 
(31) 手    很    痠         了。 
     shou3 hen3  suan1       le5  

arm  very   muscular pain Asp 
‘(My) arm muscular pains a lot.’ 

Therefore, those that can be modified by hen3 ‘very’ and do not take objects can 

be regarded as intransitive verbs which can undergo degree modification. The two 

criteria proposed by Zhu (1982) cannot serve to distinguish adjectives and verbs and 

we can postulate that verbs in Mandarin Chinese are divided into: 1) transitive verbs 

that can be modified by hen, 2) transitive verbs that cannot be modified by hen, 3) 

intransitive verbs that cannot be modified by hen, and 4) intransitive verbs that can be 

modified by hen, instead of regarding the fourth one as a distinct adjectival category. 

2.1.3 Yin (2003) 

    Yin (2003) in his thesis suggests that the independent existence of the adjectival 

category can be justified in Chinese and also proposes criteria for the verification of 

the justification. He argues against Li and Thompson (1981) and McCawley (1992), 

asserting that they neglect the grammatical characteristics of Chinese and base their 

arguments mainly on grammatical rules derived from English. Yin (2003) suggests 

that Chinese, without the rich morphology, employs a covert auxiliary verb which 

performs the grammatical function of expressing different tenses and aspects when 
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adjectives serve as predicates in a sentence. The covert auxiliary absorbs the overt 

grammatical features of the verb in the predicative position, and as a result, the 

adjectives in predicative positions are actually the complements of the covert 

auxiliary verb instead of serving as predicates in sentences as they surface. 

(32) 她  I[ecovert aux] [AP很   美麗] 
ta1                 hen3  mei3li4 
she             very  beautiful 
‘She is very beautiful.’ 

Centered on this assumption, Yin (2003) establishes some criteria to distinguish 

adjectives from other word categories such as nouns and verbs in terms of the 

semantic content and syntactic function, which will be illustrated respectively in the 

following.  

2.1.3.1 Differentiation from the nominal category 

     Yin (2003) suggests that the syntactic function of adjectives is modification 

while that of nouns is participant-identification. Therefore, the semantic content of 

adjectives primarily denotes the property or quantity of a given thing, be it concrete or 

abstract, while nouns primarily denote things, persons and places. Owing to the 

different semantic contents of adjectives and nouns, Yin (2003) suggests that the 

distinction between nouns and adjectives lies in that only the latter can be compared 

as in comparative constructions. Some examples from Yin (2003) are as follows.  
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(33) 她  比    我   更      美麗。 
    ta1  bi3   wo3  geng4   mei3 li4  
    she  than  me   more    beautiful 
    ‘She is more beautiful than me.’ 
 
(34) * 她   比   我    更     汽車。 
      ta1  bi3   wo3  geng4  qi4che1 
      she  than  me   more   car 

In (34) qi4che1 ‘car’ is a noun in Chinese and cannot be compared since only 

properties of things can be compared, which renders (34) ungrammatical. However, 

this test does not exclude verbs (e.g., ai4 ‘love’ in (35)), meaning comparative 

constructions do not have any significance in identifying the adjective category and 

can at best be the differentiation between nouns and verbs. 

(35) 她  比    我   更      愛  你。 
    ta1  bi3   wo3  geng4   ai4  ni3  
    she  than  me   more    love you 
    ‘She loves you more than I do.’ 

    Moreover, Yin (2003) also suggests that adjectives are different from nouns in 

that the latter can be in the position of object while the former does not have a similar 

grammatical distribution. The inability of adjectives to be objects in a sentence is due 

to the incompatibility of the semantic content of adjectives and the requirement that 

objects in a sentence must be things, persons, places or tags as illustrated by Yin 

(2003) as follows.  

(36) 她   離開     天津。 
     ta1  li2kai1   tian1jin1 
     she  leave    Tianjin 
     ‘She leaves Tianjin.’ 
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(37) *她   離開     美麗。 
     ta1  li2kai1    mei3li4 
     she  leave     beautiful  

However, this test again, can be regarded as noun-verb distinction since the following 

example is also ungrammatical. 

(38) *她   離開     打 / 跳。 
     ta1  li2kai1   da3 / tiao4  
     she  leave    beat/jump 

    Yin (2003) also notices that in some sentences adjectives appear to be the object 

of a verb. For example, kun4nan2 ‘difficult’ is generally regarded as an adjective in 

Chinese. However, in the following example cited from Yin (2003), kun4nan2 

‘difficult’ is situated in the position of the object which is also preceded by the 

classifier ge5.  

(39) 我   盼   他們     解決   了   這個     困難。 
     wo3 pan4  ta1men2  jie3jue2 le5  zhei4ge5  kun4nan2 
     I   hope  they      solve  ASP  this-CL   difficult 
     ‘I hope they solved this problem.’  

He argues that sentences like (39) are the result of ellipsis, by which the real noun 

object shi4qing2 ‘event’ is elided, and kun4nan2 ‘difficult’ is still an adjectival 

modifier as illustrated below. 

(40) 我   盼   他們     解決   了   這個     困難     (的   事情) 。 
     wo3 pan4  ta1men2  jie3jue2 le5  zhei4ge5  kun4nan2  (de5  shi4qing2 ) 
     I   hope  they      solve  ASP  this-CL   difficult   (DE  event) 
     ‘I hope they solved this problem.’  
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Nevertheless, this analysis is problematic since the following examples clearly show 

that not all post-modifier nominal heads including de5 can be elided. PAs (e.g., (41)) 

and verbs (e.g., (42)) behave the same in this respect. 

(41) *他們    解決  了   這個     嚴重      (的 問題)。 
     ta1men5 jie3jue2 le5  zhei4ge5  yan2zhong4 (de5 wen4ti2)  
     they    solve  ASP  this-CL   serious     (DE problem) 
     Intended reading: They solved this serious problem. 
 
(42) *他們    解決  了   這個     打 人      (的 問題)。 
     ta1men5 jie3jue2 le5  zhei4ge5  da3 ren2    (de5 wen4ti2)  
     they    solve  ASP  this-CL   beat people  (DE problem) 
     Intended reading: They solved this problem of beating people. 
 

2.1.3.2 Differentiation from the verbal category 

    Yin (2003) also differentiates adjectives from verbs by their semantic content. He 

suggests that the adjectives always denote permanent properties to assist the nouns in 

identifying a participant. Therefore, the properties denoted by adjectives are 

time-stable. Contrary to adjectives, verbs indicate ‘transient entity like actions or 

events that have been performed or not performed’ (Yin 2003:31).  

    Yin (2003) opposes the claim that adjectives and verbs have the same 

grammatical function of being predicative and also argues against that both of them 

can be modified by hen3 ‘very’ as in (43) and (44). Yin (2003:11) stipulates that that 

in Chinese, the overt grammatical function of the link verb shi4 ‘be’ is absorbed by 

the covert auxiliary verb.  
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(43) (Yin 2003: 10) 

    我  很    喜歡    張三。 
    wo3 hen3  xi3huan1 zhang1san1  
    I   very   like     John 
    ‘I like John very much.’ 
 
(44) 我   很  [ecovert aux]  高興。 
     wo3 hen3          gao1xing4 
     I   very           happy  
     ‘I am very happy.’ 

Therefore, the reason why hen3 ‘very’ can modify both adjectives and verbs is that the 

intensifier hen3 ‘very’ modifies the covert auxiliary verb instead of the adjective 

gao1xing4 ‘happy’.  

2.1.4 Remarks on Yin (2003) 

Yin (2003) suggests that Chinese has a covert auxiliary verb in sentences 

wherein the adjectives seem to function as predicates: 

(45) 海風 I[ecovert aux] [AP特別      涼爽]。 
     hai3feng1       te4bie2    liang2shuang3  

sea.wind        especially  cool 
‘The sea breeze is especially cool.’ 

The covert auxiliary verb absorbs all the grammatical function of the link verb shi4 

‘be’ which covertly exists in the sentence. Therefore, the adjective in (45) is a 

complement of the covert auxiliary, not a predicate. However, the lack of cogent 

argumentation and elucidation on the existence of this covert auxiliary renders his 

claim ad hoc. Furthermore, if his analysis of covert auxiliary is on the right track and 

bu4man3 ‘discontent’ in (46) is adopted as an adjective, as Huang et al. (2008) put it, 
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(48) would be ungrammatical since only two identical categories can be conjoined 

and fan3bo2 ‘controvert’ in (47) is undoubtedly a verb. However, (48) is perfectively 

good and it is implausible that there is also a covert auxiliary in (47); therefore, for 

(48) to be grammatically correct, either we have to suggest bu4man3 ‘discontent’ is a 

verb or fan3bo2 ‘controvert’ is an adjective. The latter is apparently the least desirable 

and therefore, Yin’s (2003) stipulation is ruled out by empirical facts. 

(46) IP[他 I’  I[ecovert aux]  AP[A’ [對  這項      指控]  A’[極度      不滿]]]。 
      ta1                 dui4 zhe4xiang4 zhi3kong4 ji2du4     bu4man3     

he                  on this-CL     accusation extremely  discontent 
‘He is extremely discontent with this accusation.’ 

 
(47) IP[他 I’  VP[V’ [對  這項      指控]  V’ [ 一再      反駁]]。 
      ta1       dui4 zhe4xiang4 zhi3kong4  yi2zai4    fan3bo2    

he        on  this-CL   accusation  repeatedly  controvert 
‘He repeatedly controverts this accusation.’ 
 

(48) IP[他 I’  [對 這項      指控]   A’[極度 不滿]    而且 V’[一再   反駁]]。 
      ta1   dui4 zhe4xiang4 zhi3kong4 ji2du4 bu4man3 er2qie3  yi2zai4 fan3bo2   

he    on this-CL  accusation extremely discontent and repeatedly controvert 
‘He is extremely discontent with this accusation and repeatedly controverts it.’ 

Furthermore, if there really exists a covert auxiliary, the ‘A-not-A’ (or 

reduplicative yes-no question (McCawley 1992)) should take place on the covert 

auxiliary without phonological realization. However, it is evident that initial 

constituent of the predicate phrase can be the ‘A’ of an ‘A-not-A’ question, and 

therefore, PA is not the complement of the covert auxiliary but the predicate of the 

sentence. 
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(49) 她 漂        不   漂亮？ 
     ta1 piao1     bu2  piao4liang4  
     she beautiful  not   beautiful 
     ‘Is she beautiful?’ 
 
(50) *她  (是   不   是)     漂亮？ 
     ta1  shi4  bu2  shi4    piao4liang4 
     she  be   not   be     beautiful  
     Intended reading: same as (49) 

    Moreover, Yin’s analysis wrongly predicts that reduplicated adjectives can be 

preceded by hen3 ‘very’ since it only modifies the covert auxiliary verb and cannot 

‘look ahead’ to the element that follows. Therefore, (52) should be grammatical since 

he suggests that hen3 ‘very’ can modify the covert auxiliary verb. 

(51) 這  條   街 [ecovert aux] 冷冷清清。 
    zhe4tiao2 jie1          leng3leng3qing1qing1  
    this-CL  street         rather.desolate 
    ‘This street is rather desolate.’ 
 
(52) *這  條   街   很 [ecovert aux] 冷冷清清。 
     zhe4tiao2 jie1  hen3         leng3leng3qing1qing1  
     this-CL  street very          rather.desolate 
     Intended reading: same as (51) 

What is even worse, the gradability of the so-called adjectives cannot be counted for 

since the intensifier hen3 ‘very’ does not directly modify them, which deems this 

analysis vacuous.  
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2.1.5 Huang et al. (2008) 

    The Syntax of Chinese is authored by three representative figures of Chinese 

generative grammar: C.-T. Huang, Y.-H. Audrey Li, and Yafei Li. It also serves as an 

important textbook and reference book for studying Mandarin Chinese. Therefore, it 

is worth contributing more space on it. In an attempt to achieve an accurate 

description of the syntactic behaviors of the language in order to minimally 

understand how the words are classified and put together to form sentences, Huang et 

al. (2008) present a theory of lexical categorization in Mandarin Chinese and argue 

for the four independent lexical categories verbs (V), nouns (N), prepositions (P), and 

adjectives (A) in line with Chomsky’s (1965, 1981) feature specification of lexical 

categories. 

    In arguing the basic distinctions between V and N, Huang et al. (2008) suggest 

that the fundamental differences between them might be a reflection of 

proto-categories. It is stated that our brain may divide the world into two elementary 

kinds of entities: things that exist, which are linguistically represented by Proto-N, 

and situations that take place, which are linguistically represented by Proto-V. They 

suggest that the proto-categories represent two features [N] and [V] and that all 

specific lexical categories are the derivatives of these two proto-categories. All words 

either belong to proto-N (proto-V) or do not belong to it, and therefore, proto-N yields 
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two values [±N] ([±V]). The characteristic property of a noun-like category, bearing 

the [+N] feature, is its inability to take a nominal object, at least in the absence of 

other linguistic help, whereas [+V] is defined as the ability to function predicatively 

in a stand-alone sentence (Huang et al. 2008).   

     A noun conforms to proto-N but not proto-V and thus takes the feature 

specification of [+N, -V] and the same logic leads to a verb being [-N, +V]. The other 

two possible feature combinations go to [+N, +V] and [-N, -V], and the former is 

argued by Huang et al. (2008) to be the categorial features for adjectives in Mandarin 

Chinese. What follows is the proposed justification of adjectival category as opposed 

to nouns and verbs on the basis of the syntactic behaviors of Chinese words and 

morphemes and the intrinsic relations among categories.   

2.1.5.1 Adjectives as opposed to verbs 

    Huang et al. (2008) suggest that although a Chinese adjective functions as the 

predicate of a clause without the help of a copular verb, there are still uncontestable 

reasons for distinguishing adjectives from verbs. 

    They observe that some adjectives can be used transitively, which means that the 

described situations involve two participants rather than one. If a clause contains such 

an adjective, one of the participants represents the subject, whereas the other has to be 
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introduced with the semantically-empty preposition 對 dui4 ‘on’. Examples from 

Huang et al. (2008) are repeated here for illustration. 

(53) (Huang et al. 2008: 22) 
    他  對     這個      結局     很    不滿。 
    ta1  dui4   zhei4ge5   jie2ju2   hen3   bu4man3  
    he   on    this-CL    outcome  very   discontent 
    ‘He is discontent with this outcome.’ 
 
(54) ??他   很    不滿       這個       結局。 
      ta1  hen3  bu4man3    zhei4ge5   jie2ju2  
      he   very  discontent    this-CL    outcome 

Huang et al. (2008) suggest that the examples like (54) may be perceived by some 

speakers due to dialectal differences, and for those speakers, this kind of adjective 

may have been converted into verbs. They also contend that a categorical shifting is 

owing to that Chinese has no morphological markers and that Chinese adjectives can 

function as predicates without a copula. Examples (55) to (58) further support the 

need of the prerequisite dui4 ‘on’ to introduce the object-like participant of a clause 

containing an adjectival predicate. 

(55) (Huang et al. 2008: 23) 
我   對    他的     去世      非常       傷心。 

    wo3  dui4   ta1de5   qu4shi4   fei1chang2  shang1xin1 
     I    on    his       pass.away extremely   sad 
     ‘I am extremely sad about his death.’ 
 
(56) *我    非常      傷心       他的    去世。 
     wo3  fei1chang2  shang1xin1  ta1de5  qu4shi4  
     I     extremely   sad        his      pass.away 
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(57) 這個      工作       對   你   很   合適。 
     zhei4ge5  gong1zuo4  dui4  ni3  hen3  he2shi4  
     this-CL   job         on   you  very  suitable 
     ‘This job is suitable for you.’ 
 
(58) *這個     工作       很    合適    你。 

zhei4ge5  gong1zuo4  hen3  he2shi4  ni3 
this-CL   job         very  suitable  you  

According to Huang et al. (2008), dui4 ‘on’ introduces the semantic object of the 

adjective. They compare examples (58) and (59) to elucidate that the two words 

he2shi4 ‘suitable’ and shi4he2 ‘suit’, which differ only in the linear sequence of the 

two bound morphemes shi4 and he2, are semantically similar and since that in (59) 

the NP ni3 ‘you’ is the object of shi4he2 ‘suit, it is only reasonable to treat the same 

NP in (58) as the object of he2shi4 ‘suitable’.    

(59) 這個     工作       很    適合    你。 
    zhei4ge5  gong1zuo4  hen3  shi4he2  ni3  
    this-CL   job        very   suit     you 
    ‘This job fits you well.’ 

The prerequisite dui4 ‘on’ does not contribute to the compositional meanings of (58) 

and the two words he2shi4 ‘suitable’ and shi4he2 ‘suit’ are semantically similar; 

therefore, the opposite grammaticality judgment of (58) and (59) can be accounted for 

if the former contains an adjective while the latter a verb as suggested by Huang et al. 

(2008).  

    Huang et al. (2008) further give English counterparts, repeated in (60) to (62), 

for the aforementioned examples to suggest that shi4he2 ‘suit’ in (59) is a verb in that 
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it takes its object directly on the right in the unmarked contest, whereas he2shi4 

‘suitable’ in (58) is an adjective as far as the use of dui4 ‘on’ is concerned. 

(60) She loves butterflies. 
 
(61) her love *(of) butterflies 
 
(62) She is fond *(of) butterflies. 

Examples (60) to (62) show that the object occurs consistently on the right of 

verbs, nouns, and adjectives. However, the NP object of the nouns in (61) and that of 

the adjective in (62) must be introduced by the semantically empty preposition of, 

with which Huang et al. (2008) draw an analogy and suggest that putting aside the 

word order of Chinese and English, dui4 ‘on’ appears in the preverbal position typical 

of prepositions in Chinese and it has the same grammatical function as of in English. 

Therefore, the use of dui4 ‘on’ to introduce objects renders adjectives pattern with 

nouns.  

To make an interim summary, Huang et al. (2008) suggest that when two 

participants are involved in a situation, verbs can directly take objects on their right 

while adjectives rely on the help of dui4 ‘on’ to introduce objects even when verbs 

and adjectives are semantically similar. Therefore, the use of dui4 ‘on’ serves as a 

criterion to differentiate adjectives from verbs, and bu4man3 ‘discontent’ in (53), 

shang1xin1 ‘sad’ in (55) and he2shi4 ‘suitable’ in (57) are all adjectives. 
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In addition, Huang et al. (2008) also suggest that the use of dui4 ‘on’ as a test for 

distinguishing adjectives from verbs matches well with the reduplication patterns 

among disyllabic predicative words in Chinese. In line with Zhu (1982) and Lu (1984), 

they contend that verbs are reduplicated in ABAB pattern as in (63) and (64) and 

adjectives in ABAB4 pattern as in (65) and (66).  

(63) (Huang et al. 2008: 25) 
    AB → ABAB 
    檢查       → 檢查檢查 
    jian3cha2       jian3cha2jian3cha2  
    ‘examine’       ‘do a check-up on’ 
 
(64) AB → ABAB 
    計畫    →    計畫計畫 
    ji4hua4        ji4hua4ji4hua4  
    ‘plan’          ‘do some planning’ 
 
(65) AB → AABB 
   乾淨    →  乾乾淨淨 
   gan1jing4    gan1gan1jing4jing4 
   ‘clean’       ‘rather clean’ 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
4 Huang et al. (2008:30) also noted that certain disyllabic verbs may also be reduplicated as AABB: 
  (40)a. chaorang  chaochaorangrang 
       argue.yell 
     b. fengbu  fengfengbubu 
       sew.mend 
     c. laiwang  lailaiwangwang 
       come.go ‘mutually visit’ 
AABB pattern does not turn these verbs into adjectives; however, they lose the ability to take a 
postverbal object. This phenomenon may be correlated to the fact that when putative adjectives are 
reduplicated as AABB denoting the intensified degree of the property, they cannot be modified by 
degree modifier hen ‘very’; hen ganjing ‘very clean’ is acceptable but not hen ganganjingjing. 
Therefore, the morphological operation may cause the reduplicants different from their root forms (e.g., 
semantic meaning and transitivity). 
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(66) AB → AABB 
   簡單  →   簡簡單單 
   jian3dan1   jian3jian3dan1dan1 
   ‘simple’    ‘rather simple’   

Huang et al. (2008) contend that the words in (63) and (64) are established verbs and 

can only take the ABAB pattern; on the other hand, those in (65) and (66) take the 

AABB pattern and are regarded as adjectives by many grammarians. In the following 

example, Huang et al. (2008) suggest that the word ming2bai2 ‘understand’ is a verb 

in (67) but an adjective in (68) concerning the use of dui4 ‘on’.  

(67) (Huang et al. 2008:26) 
他   明白        這個     道理。 

     ta1  ming2bai2    zhei4ge5  dao4li3 
     he   understand    this-CL   reason 
     ‘He understands this reason.’  
 
(68) 他   對    這個      道理    很     明白。 
     ta1  dui4   zhei4ge5  dao4li3  hen3   ming2bai2  
     he   on    this-CL    reason  quite   be.clear 
     ‘He is quite clear about this reason.’ 

The contrast between adjectives and verbs in that the former requires the 

preposition dui4 ‘on’ to introduce the object while the latter directly takes it on the 

right also persists in their respective reduplication patterns. Huang et al. (2008) 

illustrate the following examples to suggest that the use of dui4 ‘on’ to distinguish 

adjectives from verbs is also borne out when they are reduplicated. 
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(69) (Huang et al. 2008:26) 
   他 應該      明白明白           這個     道理。 

 ta1 ying1gai1  ming2bai2ming2bai2  zhei4ge5  dao4li3  
 he  should    get.to.understand     this-CL   reason 
 ‘He should get to know this reason.’ 

 
(70) *他  (應該)     明明白白            這個      道理。 
     ta1  ying1gai1  ming2ming2bai2bai2   zhei4ge5  dao4li3  
     he  should     be.rather.clear.about    this-CL    reason  

Example (70) is ungrammatical because AABB is adjectival reduplication pattern; 

therefore, ming2ming2bai2bai2 ‘be rather clear about’ is an adjective and cannot 

directly take the object. Examples (71) and (72) further illustrate that dui4 ‘on’ is 

correlated with the AABB pattern, which is regarded as an adjectival reduplication 

pattern. On the other hand, when the word is reduplicated as ABAB, it rejects dui4 

‘on’ to introduce the object and retains the object-related properties of the original 

verb as shown in (72). 

(71) 他   對    這個     道理    明明白白。 
     ta1  dui4  zhei4ge5  dao4li3  ming2ming2bai2bai2  
     he   on   this-CL   reason   be.rather.clear 
     ‘He is quite clear about this reason.’ 
 
(72) *他  (應該)    對   這個      道理      明白明白。 
     ta1  ying1gai1 dui4  zhei4ge5  dao4li3    ming2bai2ming2bai2  
     he   should   on   this-CL    reason    get.to.understand 

    Therefore, Huang et al. (2008:27) claim that not only the plain forms of words 

but also the reduplication patterns corroborate with verb-adjective distinction 

established on the basis of dui4 ‘on’.  
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    Moreover, Huang et al. (2008) suggest that the dui4 ‘on’ test should be favored 

over the traditional hen3 ‘very’ test. The following examples show that the test of 

hen3 ‘very’ and the test of dui4-less object do not yield identical results, and it might 

plausible to treat ai4 ‘love’ in (73), gan3xie4 ‘be grateful for’ in (74), and tong2qing2 

‘sympathize’ in (75) as adjectives since they can be modified by hen3 ‘very’. 

(73) 你   很    愛   他。 
     ni3  hen3  ai4   ta1  
     you  very  love  him 
     ‘You love him very mucy.’ 
  
(74) 他  很     感謝         大家     的   幫助。 
    ta1  hen3   gan3xie4      da4jia1   de5  bang1zhu4  
    he   very   be.grateful.for  people    DE  help 
    ‘He is very grateful for people’s help.’ 
 
(75) 我   很    同情       你   的  遭遇。 
     wo3 hen3  tong2qing2   ni3  de5  zao1yu4  
     I   very   sympathize  you  DE  bad.experience 
     ‘I am sympathetic with your bad experience.’ 

Though there would be no particular reason to favor one test over the other, it is clear 

that the words in bold in (73) to (75) are verbs, not adjectives, if the behaviors of 

adjectives in other languages are taken into consideration. Therefore, the traditional 

hen3 ‘very’ test fails to serve as a criterion to differentiate adjectives from verbs while 

the proposed dui4 ‘on’ test can.  
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2.1.5.2 Adjectives as opposed to nouns 

    Given the fact that adjectives pattern with nouns with respect to the dui4 ‘on’ test, 

as illustrated in (76) that bao4dao3 ‘report’ is a noun and it needs dui4 ‘on’ to 

introduce the object, Huang et al. (2008) suggest that it is appropriate to assign [+N] 

to adjectives. As it is mentioned before that the feature [+N] represents the inability to 

take nominal objects, and therefore, both adjectives and nouns need the help of dui4 

‘on’. 

(76) (Huang et al. 2008:5) 
    媒體   *(對)  那次    事故     的  報導。 
    mei2ti3  dui4  na4ci4   shi4gu4  de5  bao4dao3  
    media   on    that-CL  accident  DE  report 
    ‘the media’s report of that accident’ 

Huang et al. (2008:40) suggest that nouns and adjectives are both [+N] since 

they need a semantically empty preposition, of in English and dui4 ‘on’ in Chinese, to 

introduce the object. The fact is grounded on a pure grammatical demand in the 

framework used, which is to provide a Case for a nominal phrase under the hypothesis 

of the Case Filter. 

(77) The Case Filter (Culicover 1997:36) 
    Every NP must be assigned Abstract Case. 

Every NP that is an argument of the clause must be assigned a Case by a governor. 

Therefore, an object, which is a subcategorized argument, must be assigned a Case. 

Chinese, unlike languages like Russian and Korean which choose to manifest Cases 

through morphological cases (Huang et al. 2008:41), employs a certificate system 
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other than morphologically marking arguments. Huang et al. (2008) claim that nouns 

and adjectives in Chinese are incapable of directly taking an NP object since they are 

unable to assign a Case to the latter, and this inability is formally defined as [+N]. On 

the other hand, the ability to assign a Case is defined as [-N], a feature of verbs and 

prepositions. In the presence of an NP object for adjectives and nouns, Chinese enlists 

a semantically empty preposition dui4 ‘on’, and English of, to provide a Case without 

altering the meanings.  

However, it is apparent that adjectives and nouns have different syntactic 

behavior. As the predicate of a clause, the copula shi4 is required for a NP, though it 

might be omitted in colloquial speech. Contrarily, shi4 is rejected completely in AP 

predicates. Contrastive examples from Huang et al. (2008) are illustrated below. 

(78) 他   是   英雄。 
     ta1  shi4  ying1xiong2  
     he   be   hero 
     ‘He is a hero.’ 
 
(79) ?他   英雄。 
     ta1  ying1xiong2  
     he   hero 
     ‘He is a hero.’ 
  
(80) 他   很    英勇。 
     ta1  hen3  ying1yong3  
     he   very  heroic 
     ‘He is heroic.’ 
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(81) *他   是5   很    英勇。 
     ta1  shi4  hen3  ying1yong3  
     he   be   very  heroic 
     Intended reading: Same as (80) 

Therefore, the distinction between adjectives and nouns is that the former rejects the 

copular shi4 while the latter requires it when they are used predicatively.  

    As for the adjectives’ ability to function as the predicate without a copula, Huang 

et al. (2008) suggest that they are candidate for [+V]. In sum, adjectives are fully 

justified and have the feature specification of [+N, +V] in Chinese. 

2.1.6 Remarks on Huang et al. (2008) 

Huang et al. (2008) argue that when adjectives are used transitively, a semantic 

empty dui4 ‘on’ is required to introduce the semantic object of the adjective otherwise 

the sentence will be ungrammatical. If this proposed syntactic test serves as a criterion 

to distinguish adjectives from verbs, ‘dui4+NP’ should be used exclusively to 

introduce the objects for the adjectives. However, it is obviously not the case as 

evidenced by empirical facts. For some of the adjectives, the objects can directly 

follow them as in (82) and (83), and for others, their participants can be introduced 

without the help of the preposition as in (84) and (85). 

 

                                                 
5 It is stated in Huang et al. (2008:29) that shi4 in this example is the copular shi4 but not the emphatic 
one, which is permitted in this example. The emphatic shi4 must be stressed in this context while the 
copular shi4 is typically not. The emphatic shi4 is used to emphasize some constituent after it, either 
showing an assertive attitude or bringing out a contrastive interpretation. The copular shi4 in (58) does 
not have such a grammatical property at all. 
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(82) 吃  飯   前     我    先    熱   湯。 
    chi1 fan4  qian2   wo3  xian1  re4  tang1  

eat  meal  before  I     first   hot  soup 
‘Before eating the meal, I heat the soup first.’ 
 

(83) 我  幫     你  溫     酒。 
    wo3 bang1  ni3  wen1   jiu3   

I   help    you  tepid  liquor 
‘I help you heat the liquor.’ 
 

(84) 我    大   他  三     歲。 
     wo3  da4  ta1  san1   sui4  

I     old  he   three  years 
‘I am three years older than he is.’ 
 

(85) 她   胖   我    三  公斤。 
     ta1  pang4 wo3  san1 gong1jin1   

she  fat   I     three kilograms 
‘She weighs three more kilograms than I do.’ 

Moreover, the most important argument against the position of Huang et al. 

(2008) is that dui4 ‘on’ can also introduce objects of verbs both in plain and 

reduplicated forms. It makes the Chinese grammar simpler if adjectives are simply 

verbs which may require different subcategorizations; some verbs subcategorize a 

‘dui4+NP’ phrase as their complements while others do not. The assertion that 

‘dui4+NP’ is a criterion for identifying adjectives incurs an additional stipulation that 

‘dui4+NP’ is exceptionally required for some verbs. 

(86) 美軍        對   日軍         無情     攻擊。 
  mei3jun1     dui4  ri4jun1       wu2qing2 gong1ji2   

American army on   Japanese army  ruthlessly attack 
‘The American army ruthlessly attacks the Japanese army.’ 
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(87) 你  應該     對   這件    事情     多   考慮考慮。 
     ni3 ying1gai1 dui4  zhe4jian4 shi4qing2 duo1  kao3lü4kao3lü4  

you should   on    this-CL  matter   more  get.to.consider 
‘You should think more about this matter.’ 

The word gong1ji2 ‘attach’ in (86) is a verb and its object ri4jun1 ‘Japanese army’ can 

be introduced by dui4 ‘on’. Likewise, the object of the reduplicated verb 

kao3lü4kao3lü4 ‘get to consider’ can also be preceded by dui4 ‘on’. 

Huang et al. (2008) further argue for that ‘dui+NP’ obligatorily introduces 

objects of adjectives by comparing shi4he2 ‘suit’ and he2shi4 ‘suitable’. The former is 

argued to be a verb while the latter an adjective whose object is obligatorily 

introduced by dui4. Examples are repeated here for convenience.   

(88) 這個      工作      *(對)   你   很   合適。 
     zhei4ge5  gong1zuo4   dui4  ni3  hen3  he2shi4  
     this-CL   job         on   you  very  suitable 
     ‘This job is suitable for you.’ 
 
(89) *這個     工作       很    合適    你。 

zhei4ge5  gong1zuo4  hen3  he2shi4  ni3 
this-CL   job         very  suitable  you  

 
(90) 這個     工作       很    適合    你。 
    zhei4ge5  gong1zuo4  hen3  shi4he2  ni3  
    this-CL   job        very   suit     you 
    ‘This job fits you well.’ 

However, the ‘dui4+NP’ object of he2shi4 ‘suitable’ is not obligatory as in (91) in 

which the predicate he2shi4 ‘suitable’ only subcategorizes a sentential subject. 

Therefore, it is plausible to regard ‘dui4+NP’ as a non-subcategorized adjunct. 
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(91) [ 這張     桌子      放    這裡]    很    合適。 
     zhe4zhang1 zhuo1zi5  fang4  zhe4li3  hen3   he2shi4  
     this-CL    table      put at  here    very   suitable 

‘It is suitable to put the table here.’ 

In sum, shi4he2 ‘suit’ and he2shi4 ‘suitable’ can both be argued to be verbs with 

different argument structure; the former subcategorizes an NP subject and an NP 

object while the latter only subcategorizes an NP for its subject, and the requirement 

of the semantic empty dui4 ‘on’ to introduce the object has nothing to do with the 

verb-adjective distinction since it does not apply to adjectives exclusively and its 

presence can be attributed to differences in the subcategorization requirements of 

verbs. 

In addition, Huang et al. (2008) also contend that the use of dui4 ‘on’ as a test to 

distinguish adjectives from verbs matches well with reduplication patterns, which is 

apparently problematic if the following sentences are taken into consideration.  

(92) 你   應該     考慮考慮       這件     事情。 
     ni3  ying1gai1 kao3lü4kao3lü4  zhe4jian4  shi4qing2   
     you  should   get.to.consider   this-CL    matter 
     ‘You should consider this matter.’ 
 
(93) 你   應該     對  這件    事情    多    考慮考慮。 
     ni3  ying1gai1 dui4 zhe4jian4 shi4qing2 duo1  kao3lü4kao3lü4  

you  should   on  this-CL  matter   more  get.to.consider 
‘You should consider this matter more.’ 

 
(94) 你   可以  嘗試嘗試           這個    方法。 
     ni3  ke3yi3 chang2shi4chang2shi4 zhei4ge5 fang1fa3  
     you  can   get.to.try           this-CL  method 
     ‘You can try this method.’ 
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(95) 你   可以  對  任何   事    都  多    嘗試嘗試。 
     ni3  ke3yi3 dui4 ren4he2 shi4  dou1 duo1  chang2shi4chang2shi4  

  you  can   on  any    thing  all  more  get.to.try 
     ‘You can try any thing more.’ 

In (93) and (95), dui4 ‘on’ introduces the object of a reduplicated verb in the 

ABAB pattern. Therefore, the proposed dui4 ‘on’ test does not exclude verbs in either 

base form or reduplicated form, and accordingly, adjectives cannot be justified in 

terms of Huang et al.’s (2008) argumentation. 

 

2.2 Conflating Adjectives with Verbs in Mandarin Chinese 

2.2.1 McCawley (1992) 

      McCawley (1992) points out that there are some classes of Mandarin Chinese 

words whose assignment to a particular part of speech is controversial. With an 

attempt to provide cross-linguistic identification of parts of speech on a universal 

basis, he reexamines controversial word classes in Chinese, including adjectives, in 

terms of implicational universals and prototypes. McCawley (1992:211) suggests that 

the various words that have long been classed as adjectives are verbs and do not even 

make up a coherent subclass of verbs that can be characterized in syntactic terms.  

    McCawley (1992) offers the following universals as tests for identifying a 

category in a given language as either adjective or verb. 
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(96) (McCawley 1992:232)     
i. Vs6 can combine directly with an object, but As normally can’t and thus 

require a P to introduce the object NP. 
ii. Vs can take up to 3 arguments; As take at most 2 arguments and usually take 

only 1. 
iii. As combine directly with Ns as modifiers, while Vs usually require some 

alternation, e.g. participial form, as in a sleeping child.   
iv. Degree and comparative expressions combine more directly with As than 

with Vs, both morphologically and with regard to word order: 
a. John is fonder of Mary than Ann. 
a’. John likes Mary more than Ann. 
b. John is very fond of Mary. 
b’. John likes Mary very much.  

v. An A generally requires a copula when it is used predicatively, while a V 
doesn’t. 

     As for universal (i), McCawley (1992) suggests that it is reflected in the 

existence of pairs of near-synonyms in English such as like versus fond and fear 

versus afraid, in which the former is a verb and latter an adjective. Regardless of the 

semantic equivalence between each of the pairs, the A in (98) and (100) but not V has 

to take a P before its object. Examples from McCawley (1992:232) are repeated 

below. 

(97) John likes Mary. 
 
(98) John is fond of Mary. 
 
(99) John fears snakes. 
 
(100) John is afraid of snakes. 

                                                 
6 Following the original text, V stands for verb, A for adjective, and P for preposition.  
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Based on this universal, the distinction between A and V could be confirmed 

independently if such similar pairs exist in Chinese, that is, there has to be a word that 

takes a P that shows A-like behavior and a synonymous counterpart that does not take 

a P that shows non-A-like behaviors. However, for this criterion to yield any results, 

some other independent criteria of A-hood are also needed to identify one in such 

pairs as an A and the other as a V. McCawley (1992) states that he knows no clear 

cases of such pairs in Chinese. 

    Regarding to universal (ii), McCawley (1992) suggests that if it is to identify a 

category of A, two categories that differ systematically in the number of arguments 

they take should have already been established. However, in the present case, 

universal (ii) tells nothing about the distinction between A and V since we do not yet 

have a pair of categories that we can utilize it to distinguish between. 

    Universal (iii) is potentially of great utility in distinguishing As from Vs 

(McCawley 1992:233). McCawley (1992) argues against Li and Thompson (1982:117) 

who suggest that hao3 ‘good’ in the following example is an A in light of this 

universal since if hao3 ren2 ‘good person’ is indeed a phrasal unit, its parts must 

allow the sorts of expansions which is allowed for by their respective categories, “in 

particular, hao3 ‘good’ ought to allow the degree expressions and comparative phrases 

that it can otherwise be accompanied by” (McCawley 1992:234). 
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(101) 他  是  一個    好    人。 
     ta1 shi4 yi2ge5   hao3  ren2 
     he is   one-CL  good   person 
     ‘He is a good person.’  

However, the following examples from McCawley (1992:234) show that all of the 

forms of degree modification as in (102), negation in (103), comparatives in (104), 

and superlatives in (105) are all ungrammatical, though they are supposed to be 

acceptable if hao3 ren2 ‘good person’ is indeed a phrasal unit.  

(102) *他   是   一個   很   好    人。 
     ta1  shi4  yi2ge5  hen3 hao3  ren2  
     he   is   one-CL  very good  person 
     ‘He is a very good person.’ 
 
(103) *他   是   一個   不    好    人。 
     ta1  shi4  yi2ge5  bu4   hao3  ren2  
     he   is   one-CL  not   good  person 
     ‘He is a not good person.’ 
 
(104) *他   是   一個   比   你    好    人。 
     ta1  shi4  yi2ge5  bi3  ni3   hao3  ren2  
     he   is   one-CL  than you   good  person 
     ‘He is a better person than you.’ 
 
(105) *他   是   我  的   最       好    朋友。 
     ta1  shi4  wo3 de5  zui4      hao3  peng2you3  
     he   is    I   DE  the most  good  friend 
     ‘He is my best friend.’ 

McCawley (1992) suggests that their unacceptability is due to that hao3 ren2 ‘good 

person’ does not instantiate a syntactic frame since if it can, as McCawley (1992) 

states, “the various positions can normally be filled by units of arbitrary complexity as 

long as they are of the right category.” Therefore, universal (iii) cannot distinguish As 
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from Vs, either, and the ‘A+N’ structure is not a phrasal unit but a pattern of word 

formation, in which the constituents must fit morphological and/or phonological 

templates (McCawley 1992).  

    The productivity of the set of second members of the form ‘hao3 X’ causes some 

linguists to defend that hao3 ren2 ‘good person’ is a phrasal unit rather than a 

compound. The following examples illustrate that expressions of the form ‘hao3 X’ 

are possible for a highly diverse and open-ended range of second members. 

(106) 一個    好    大學

    yi2ge5   hao3  da4xue2 
    one-CL  good  university 
    ‘a good university’ 
 
(107) 一把   好     二胡

     yi4ba3  hao3   er4hu2  
     one-CL  good  Chinese.violin 
     ‘a good Chinese violin’ 
 
(108) 一塊     好   肉
     yi2kuai4  hao3  rou4  
     one-CL   good  meat 
     ‘a piece of good meat’ 

However, it is also noted that the acceptability of such expressions decreases as the 

length of the second member of ‘hao3 X’ increases as shown in the following 

examples. 

(109) 一個   好    杯子

     yi2ge5  hao3  bei4zi5  
     one-CL  good  cup 
     ‘a good cup’ 
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(110) ?一個    好    玻璃杯

      yi2ge5  hao3   bo1li2bei1  
      one-CL  good  glass 
      ‘a good glass’ 
 
(111) ??一個    好     玻璃杯子

       yi2ge5  hao3   bo1li2bei4zi5  
       one-CL  good  glass 
       ‘a good glass’ 

Therefore, it is the phonological or morphological form of the element with which 

hao3 ‘good’ combines that determines the acceptability of semantically coherent 

combinations. Since the rule licensing such combination is one of word-formation 

rather than of syntax, McCawley (1992:235) suggests that hao3 ren2 ‘good person’ is 

indeed a compound instead of a phrasal unit.  

    As for universal (iv), McCawley (1992) suggests that, unlike English, Chinese 

shows no difference in the way in which different predicate elements combine with 

expressions of degree and comparison. The following examples from McCawley 

(1992) demonstrate that degree and comparative elements can immediately precede a 

predicate even when it takes its object directly on its right. 

(112) 我  很    喜歡     張三。 
     wo3 hen3  xi3huan1  zhang1san1  
     I   very   like      Zhangsan 
     ‘I like Zhangsan very much. ’ 
 
(113) 我  比    李四  喜歡      張三。 
      wo3 bi3   li3si4  xi3huan1  zhang1san1  
      I   than  Lisi   like       Zhangsan 
      ‘I like Zhangsan more than Lisi does.’ 
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The above examples also show that those predicative elements show verb-like 

behavior according to universal (i) since they directly take their objects without a P; 

however, they also show adjective-like behaviors as they directly follow degree 

modifiers or comparative elements as suggested in universal (iv). 

    Finally, the application of universal (v) strongly supports the argument that there 

is no adjective-verb distinction since no copula is needed when adjectives are used 

predicatively; only predicate Ns or NPs needs the help of copula. Therefore, 

McCawley (1992) concludes that none of the universals could provide a basis for 

identifying adjectival class in Mandarin Chinese and that it does not have such 

category or As, not even a subcategory of Vs. He states, “the various putative 

adjectives are simply Vs and have no special categorial status.” 

 

2.3 Remarks 

    The proposed criteria in Zhu (1982), Yin (2003), and Huang et al. (2008) for 

identifying an adjective category in Mandarin Chinese fail to comprehensively 

account for all PAs. Zhu (1982) and Huang et al. (2008) advocate that verbs and 

adjectives have their own reduplication patterns: ABAB for the former and AABB the 

later. Nevertheless, this dichotomy is problematic since if AABB serves as a necessary 

or sufficient condition for adjectivehood, some typical verbs are included while some 
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PAs are excluded. Furthermore, Huang et al. (2008) suggests that adjectives require a 

semantically-empty preposition dui4 to introduce the objects. However, we provide 

many counter-examples to argue against their position and attribute the requirement of 

dui4+NP phrase to argument structures instead of syntactic categories.  

In addition to Zhu (1982) and Huang et al. (2008), Yin (2003) also advocates the 

independent existence of adjectives and stipulates that Chinese employs a covert 

auxiliary when adjectives function predicatively. However, the existence of the covert 

auxiliary is easily falsified if A-not-A construction is concerned, which renders Yin’s 

(2003) suggestion an ad hoc. Finally, the suggestion that Chinese PAs should be 

conflated with verbs is not uncommon. McCawley (1992) suggests that Chinese PAs 

are simply verbs and have no special categorial status.   


